
Personal Safety Warning
The RuptureSeal™  is designed to assist in stopping leaks from accidental 

ruptures. It is not designed to protect the operator from flammable, hazardous or 
caustic liquids. It is recommended that proper personal safety equipment be 
worn when using this product. It is the responsibility of the operator to assess 

each situation for hazards. Avoid using The Rupture Seal™ in situations that may 
be hazardous to the operator or the public.

Warranty
Zengo Inc. manufactures of the RuptureSeal™  warranties products sold against 
manufacture defects in material and workmanship. Zengo Inc. at its option will 

replace any defective product or refund the purchase price providing the 
warranty claim is made in writing, prior to the expiry date on the product 

packaging. Proof of purchase, (bill of sale or invoice) along with the packaging 
insert must accompany the claim.

The warranty shall not apply to product failure as a result of misuse or use of the 
product not according to the instructions, accident or neglect, unauthorized 

alteration or modification, or using the product past the expiration date.

Product performance claim
The manufacture of this product does not make any claim this the RuptureSeal™ 
will seal partially or completely all or any leaks. This product is designed to assist 
in the stoppage of liquid from accidental ruptures. Its effectiveness is limited to 

the size and shape of the rupture, the type of leaking liquid, the training and 
ability of the operator, and other mitigating factors beyond the control of the 

manufacturer. 

Read the instructions on the packaging carefully. Visit 
www.ruptureseal.com and watch the training video on how to deploy 

the Rupture Seal™. If you have any questions or are unsure of anything, 
please call our toll free number at

1-855-345-7325 (SEAL).
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